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* Cold & Flu tips
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* Mental health articles & tips
* 5 helpful tips to enjoy a
happier, healthier holiday season
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Program Governance News
Policy Council Elections
Parent elections to the C.H.I.L.D. Inc. Policy Council were held in October. Congratulations to the
following:
Cady Street
Sandra Hobba
Brian Smith
Payan Street
Mary Bernier
Lisa Fratus
Roland Sherman
Draper Avenue
Sabrina Majalca
Amanda Nilon
Aimee Pittman
Jennie Williams
Joe Morrison enjoying
our annual Policy Council
dinner

Centerville Road
Jessica Cotton
Joe Morrison
Alyxandria Pomeranz
Home Based
Jessica Dione
Carey Fudge

Policy Council Orientation
The newly elected Policy Council met Tuesday, October 18 at our Centerville Rd. location. CEO Lynda
Dickinson and chairperson Joe Morrison distributed and reviewed organization charts, by-laws,
personnel policies, wage scales and federal guidelines. There was general discussion as to the roles
and responsibilities of members.
In other business, the Council approved the hiring of parent Joanne Exil for the position of teacher’s
aide and parent Sarah DeLuca for the position of family service aide. Two additional parents were
approved as substitutes.
The meeting concluded with plans for members to attend the New England Head Start Conference in
Nashua, New Hampshire.
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Parent & Community Support
PARENTS: HEAD START NEEDS YOU TO CONTINUE!
CHILD, Inc. THRIVES ON PARENT AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT!!!
In order for CHILD, Inc. to continue our service to the community, we depend on “donations”.
As a Head Start grantee we are REQUIRED to generate 20% of our operating budget from InKind donations or contributions. In-Kind donations are best described as the contributions of the
participants and greater community that support the continued operation of the program. Donations
of supplies, materials, or equipment count as In-Kind donations. Donations of volunteer hours from
high school and college students or community members count as In-Kind donations. Your time
volunteering in the classroom, attending meetings or trainings, and MOST IMPORTANTLY, working
with your child to reinforce individual goals through home curriculum activities count as In-Kind
donations.
Home Curriculum Learning Activities for In-kind Contributions
Throughout the course of the year your child’s Teacher or Home Visitor will be recommending specific
home curriculum activities (PLAY) that you can do with your child that will support your child’s
learning experience and the continuation of our Head Start program.
Home learning activities are a valuable resource for you to use to assist your child in meaningful play
experiences that support development, to supplement classroom curriculum and learning, and to
support agency efforts to secure continued federal funding. Through repetition AND documentation
of these play experiences between home visits/parent conferences you will demonstrate your
commitment to addressing your child’s developmental goals and in turn help to increase your child’s
social/emotional, cognitive, physical, and language/literacy abilities and skills.
PLEASE SUPPORT OUR EFFORTS TO CONTINUE TO PROVIDE
HEAD START TO THE RESIDENTS OF KENT COUNTY!
Please DOCUMENT your home curriculum activities and
TURN-IN your In-kind Contribution Vouchers Regularly!
				

Example of the In-Kind voucher -->
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Cold & Flu Season is upon us!
It’s that time of year again! The leaves are changing colors and falling off the trees, jackets and hats
line the cubbies in the classrooms, and noses are running almost as fast as the children are.
As cold and flu season approaches, it’s important to protect yourself and your children against the
germs that cause the flu. How do you do that? The key to preventing the spread of any illness
or infection is proper hand washing. A good hand washing includes using warm water and soap,
rubbing hands together vigorously for 10 to 15 seconds, then rinsing and drying hands with a clean
paper towel. The germs will go right down the drain!
You can also keep your body healthy and ready to fight off germs by drinking plenty of water, eating
a healthy and well-balanced diet, exercising regularly, and getting enough rest. Also remember
to disinfect the surfaces in your home; cold germs can live for days on inanimate objects such as
counter tops and doorknobs.
Don’t forget to ask your child(ren)’s pediatrician about getting them vaccinated against the flu! The
Influenza vaccine is an important and effective tool for fighting the flu virus.
Speaking of flu prevention, how do you even know if you have the flu or if it’s just a cold you
“caught”? Both are respiratory infections caused by a virus, and therefore cannot be treated with
antibiotics. Symptoms include runny nose with greenish mucus, headache, sore throat, sneezing, and
cough. Fever and chills, muscle aches and fatigue also accompany the flu virus. Colds can lead to ear
and / or sinus infections. The flu can lead to more serious infections like bronchitis or pneumonia.
Unfortunately, if you or someone in your family gets the flu, there is no proven cure. But there are
things that you can do to help your body fight back. Stay home from work or school and get plenty
of rest, drink lots of non-caffeinated beverages (hot drinks can help soothe a sore throat and cough.),
and treat symptoms such as cough, sore throat, fever, and generalized aches and pain with over the
counter medications as recommended by your primary care provider. Studies show that adding extra
vitamin C, such as orange juice fortified with 100% vitamin C to your diet can reduce the length of
sick time by one to two days and reduce the severity of symptoms.
You should call the primary care provider for further treatment instructions if you or your child
experience any of the following:
•
Persistent fever
•
Labored or shallow breathing
•
Shortness of breath
•
Ear pain that lasts more than 24 hours
•
Dehydration
To prevent spreading the virus through the entire family, make sure to open the windows to allow the
air to circulate and let the fresh air inside, don’t share food, cups, silverware and toothbrushes with
anyone, and don’t kiss each other on the mouth. Wash hands frequently, especially after coughing,
sneezing, and blowing noses. Remember to immediately dispose of used tissues in the trash.
Pg. 4
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Program Advisory Committee
The Program Advisory Committee meets monthly and is open to all parents of our program. The
committee provides parents with an opportunity to work with the management team on current issues in child
development, health, nutrition, family services, and parent involvement. They are responsible for assessing,
planning, and advising on topics related to the agency’s service to children and families.
The first meeting for the program year was Tuesday evening, November 4, 2014. The focus was on Health
and Child Development. Eight parents were in attendance: Jennie Williams, Aimee Pittman, Joe Morrison,
Amanda Canfield, Vanessa Fiske, Carey Fudge, Sandra Hobba, and Faith Cote.
Health
Melissa Oliver, Health Manager, distributed and reviewed the Program Information Report for the Program Year
2013-2014. She reviewed health data and findings from this year’s screenings.
Child Development
Maureen McArdle, Deputy Director for Program Services described the five areas of school readiness: Physical
Development and Health, Social and Emotional Development, Approaches to Learning, Language and Literacy,
and Cognition and General Knowledge. Maureen then distributed and reviewed the assessment data from the
Program Year 2013-2014. She then discussed the agency’s goal of improving outcome scores in the areas of
math, science, and literacy.
A brief overview of the agency’s assessment system, Teaching Strategies GOLD was provided. The committee
will be reviewing this year’s assessment data at checkpoints throughout the year.

The Program Advisory Committee meets monthly, all disciplines are involved, and all parents are
welcome to attend. Watch for signs posted, check your child’s cubby, and read the Newsletter to
find out when the next one is!!!

Fun Recipes from Centerville Road
Thanksgiving Leftovers Casserole
What you will need
q 1 package (6 ounces) of Stove Top stuffing mix for turkey
q 4 cups chopped leftover roasted turkey
q 2 cups frozen mixed vegetables (carrots, corn, green beans) thawed
q 3/4 cup Kraft Mayo or Miracle Whip dressing
q 3 cups leftover mashed potatoes
q 1 cup Kraft shredded cheddar cheese
q 1/8 teaspoon paprika
Prep time		

15 mins

Cook time

30-40 mins

Ready In		

55 mins

Servings

10

Directions
1.) Heat oven to 375 degrees F.
2.) Prepare stuffing as directed on package; spread onto bottom of 13x9-inch baking dish sprayed 		
with cooking spray.
3.) Combine turkey, mixed vegetables and mayo; spoon over stuffing.
4.) Mix potatoes and cheese; spread over turkey mixture. Sprinkle with paprika.
5.) Bake 30 to 40 min. or until heated through.
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Draper Ave News
Thanks to all the parents who came to open house and made it successful. Keep checking for dates
to the next ‘Parent’s Night Out’ , Book drive and a food basket give-a-way
Reminders:
• Please remember to shut cars off in parking lot at drop off and don’t park in front of the building.
• Now that the weather is changing, please dress your children appropriately; Coats, hats, gloves, etc
• Remember to send children with extra clothes and blankets for rest (if applies) and check cubbies
daily for important letters and art work.
Infant/Toddler
Ms. Jamie & Ms. Lory: Our toddlers are working on nursery rhymes. Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,
Humpty Dumpty and Itsy Bitsy Spider songs. Art activities and games will be centered around the
rhymes. We are also working on self help skills such as toileting, hand washing and eating with
utensils. Please check cubbies for in-kind activity bags as well as weather appropriate clothing. Thank
you
Ms. Charlotte & Ms. Melissa: We are working on self-help skills and learning colors; red, yellow,
green and blue. Reminder to parents: Please bring in weather appropriate clothing and please take
your child’s care sheet home.
Ms. Courtney: We are working on feelings this month. We will read ‘Happy Hippo, Angry Duck’ by
Sandra Boyton. We will use the story to create art for our walls. The children will be encouraged to
look in the mirror to see what the different feelings look like on their faces. We will watch our friends
faces too, to find out what they are feeling.
Head Start News
Ms. Karen & Ms. Heather: We have been celebrating everyone’s birthday. This is helping us
to learn to recognize our name and some letters in them and practice writing them. We are also
learning our numbers too. Next week we will read Goldilocks and the 3 bears and retell the story with
puppets. We will practice other skills like comparing size and not talking to strangers.
Ms. Patty & Ms. Lori: We are venturing off into outer space and on our journey we will create
space packs and explore the planets, moon and the sun. Every night one child will take home our
moon book bag and draw the type of moon they see. We will enjoy space snacks and play with the
moon sand
Extended Day Preschool News
Ms Lori & Ms. Kerri: Welcome November. We have many exciting things happening in our
classroom. We have been focusing our attention on all things fall. Soon we will be switching our focus
to water and experimenting many different ways water moves. At the end of the month, we will
discuss all the many wonderful things we are thankful for. Have a Happy Thanksgiving.
Pg. 6
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Cady Street News
All our classroom are up and running. The children have all settled nicely into our classroom
routines. Thank you to Brian, Christine, Tracey, Stefanie and Sandra for attending our Open House.
Congratulations to Brian and Sandra for being elected our centers PC representatives. They will be
updating parents about agency happenings at our Coffee hours/Parents Night Out. Please watch for
upcoming dates in November for these meetings.
Welcome to Nana Purple and Grandma Doris, our volunteer grandparents!

Classroom News
Ms. Beth and Ms. Beth - Infant/Toddler
We will continue to work on our language development through stories and songs. The older infants
are continuing to work on their gross motor skills by climbing and cruising. We are learning to sit and
play next to our friends and will be exploring our sense of touch through different sensory activities
(finger-paint, play-doh).
Ms. Kris and Ms. Cheryl
We are working on learning and recognizing our names during our group time activities. We will
look for familiar letters and explore letter sounds through songs and games. We will be putting on
our scientist hats and explore different types of vegetables, where they come from and how to cook
them. We will be making vegetable soup. We will also continue to talk about our families **don’t
forget your homework**. Stories we are reading this month are “Mrs. Wishy Washy”, “The Big Red
Barn”, “Tomato soup” and “There was an Old Lady who Swallowed a Pie”.
Mr. Steve, Ms. Mary and Ms. Crystal
We are working on our “K” readiness skills
• numbers/numerals
• letters/letter sounds
• fine motor skills
We encourage parents to point out letters and words in their environment
Ms. Sue and Ms. Lorrie
As the children return from a weekend of fun, we will use written and oral language to share our
experiences. We will be exploring the emotions “afraid, happy” and read some “monster books’. We
will also be learning about ourselves, each other and our families.
Ms. Diane and Ms. Lorrie
Hello everyone! For November we will be working on “All About Me” projects. Reading books about
myself and adults, picture collages and self portraits. Our homework assignment will be ‘All About Me
at Home’
Thank you for all the home visits and your commitment to your in-kind sheets.
www.childincri.org | Child Herald November 2014 edition | 401.732.5200
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Centerville Road News
I’d like to thank all staff and families that attended our Open House. We elected our PC Reps and
still have one opening for a parent from our Extended Day program. Please contact Erica if you are
interested in being on our Policy Council.
Reminders
THERE IS AN OPEN SEAT ON THE BOARD - ANY PARENTS INTERESTED PLEASE SEE FATIMA
Coffee Hour December 2 (Times Will Be Posted)
Parent’s Night Out December 2 (Times Will Be Posted) Any topic ideas please see Erica.
Zumba every Wednesday @ 5pm
Please be aware to not let anyone in the building behind you.
Please drive slowly in parking lot.
Ms. Heather & Ms. Barbara
We are learning about colors and shapes. We will be creating a recognizable picture using a variety
of colors and shapes. We will also participate in a Read-Aloud using the book ‘Pete The Cat: I Love
My White Shoes’. Towards the end of the month we will be giving thanks to the people and the
things that mean the most to us. If any parent would like to volunteer or provide a helping hand,
please let us know! Thanks for your cooperation!
Ms. Lisa & Ms. Christina
Thank you for completing the “All About Me” project and sending in family photos. This month we
will be discussing fire safety and practicing fire drills. We will also be discussing families, manners
and being thankful.
Ms. Megan & Ms. Christina
To kick off November, we will be investigating how to use primary colors to create new colors. We
will be using scientific inquiry skills and making predications about what will happen when colors mix.
As the month continues we will be talking about friendship, family and giving thanks for the important
things in our lives. Children will be able to share their ideas in a class book about giving thanks.
Ms. Betsey & Ms. Barbara
November will be an exciting month. We will start with ‘Pete The Cat’ week. Your children enjoy this
wonderful character and his rocking stories. Owls and other feathered friends will leave us swooping,
soaring, and flying through the middle of the month. Children will also discuss the concept of being
thankful for someone or something and we will create a class poem. Also please remember to dress
your child appropriately for the colder weather.
Ms. Kara & Ms. Wendy
Our class will be exploring water movement. We will be using many tools to move water and
introduce the process of inquiry skills and recording data. Our math focus will be on matching,
identifying and labeling shapes. Literacy skills will focus around rhyming words and the letters B, C,
and D. Homework: Turkey basters, measuring cups and funnels in the tub! Let’s talk about water!
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Centerville Road News (cont.)
Ms. Erica & Ms. Kerri-Lynn
We are going to be learning about farms. We will explore all the different farm animals and sort them
from other animals. We will also sort them from each other (color, spotted, short tail, long tail, etc).
For fine motor, we will use water filled gloves to pretend to “milk” a cow. In our sensory table we will
be adding a farm, hay, mud, and farm animals. For nutrition we will discuss and explore the different
foods that come from the farm, as well as chart which foods we like and don’t like. Our librarian Ms.
Anne will also be bringing us some special farm related materials to use from the library!
Infant/Toddler
This month we will continue to work with our babies on self-soothing skills and exploring the
environment using their senses. Our toddlers will be working on self-help skills such as putting on
their coats, pulling pants up/down, and using utensils to eat at meals. We will also talk about the fall
and all the changes we will see. Please send in warm coats for outside play.

Fun Recipes from Centerville Road
Easy Pumpkin Muffins
What you will need
q 1 package (18.25 ounces) of yellow cake mix
q 1 can (15 ounces) of pumpkin puree
q 1 teaspoon of ground cinnamon
q 1/2 teaspoon ground nutmeg
q 1/4 teaspoon ground cloves

Prep time		

5 mins

Cook time

Ready In		

Servings

25 mins

30 mins

12

Directions
1.) Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F (175 degrees C). Grease a 12 cup muffin pan or line with 		
paper liners.
2.) In a large bowl, mix together the cake mix, pumpkin puree, cinnamon, nutmeg and cloves until 		
smooth. Spoon equal amounts of batter into the prepared muffin cups.
3,) Bake for 20 to 25 minutes in the preheated oven, until a toothpick inserted in the center of one 		
comes out clean.
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Payan Street News
This school year seems to be flying by! We have had a busy last couple of months meeting new
friends and families and settling into our classrooms. We look forward to getting to know our families
better during the year through home visits, parent conferences, classroom volunteering, parent
advisory committees and many upcoming opportunities to get involved in our program!
Thank you to all parents who attended Open House last month! We would like to congratulate our
newly elected policy council members:
Lisa Fratus
Roland Sherman
Mary Sue Bernier
Parent Reminders: Please remember to park carefully in the parking lot to ensure as many parking
spaces as possible are being utilized! Due to the different programs we offer there are times where
the parking lot is very busy!! Drive carefully! Also, parking is NOT permitted in the half circle in
front of the building.
It is important to remember that we go out daily!! Please dress your child accordingly!! It’s getting
cold out there!
Please stop in the office and purchase a fob for the front door if you haven’t already done so!
Infant/Toddler News
Ms. Cindy, Ms. Rebecca & Ms. Brittany: This month we will talk about turkeys, learn some colors
and shapes and practice using our please and thank you manners.
Ms. Tara & Ms. Keri: We will be talking about fall and using leaves to recognize and match colors.
We will make leaf collages and turkey hand-prints this month.
AM/PM Program News
Ms. Cristina & Ms. Lori: This month we will continue to reinforce our academic skills. We will
practice our math skills using pumpkins and leaves to sort and quantify using a pumpkin number
matching game. We will use scientific skills to explore/investigate the changes outdoors using tools
from our science area. Language and literacy skills will be reinforced by introducing new autumn
finger plays, songs, and poems. Fiction and nonfiction books about fall will be added to our library.
We will also do a unit on families and learn about different family traditions. We will send home a
family poster project to return to school and share with the class!
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Payan Street News (cont.)
Ms. Sharon & Ms. Lori: We will continue to look for signs of fall. We will use fall items like apples,
acorns and leaves for sorting activities. We will make leaf rubbings and compare their shapes and
sizes. We are enjoying the story “The Little Old Lady Who Wasn’t Afraid of Anything” this month!
Pre-K Program News
Ms. Renee & Ms. Brittany: We will be learning about nocturnal creatures this month. We will also
participate in activities using our five senses. We will celebrate being “Thankful for our Families” at
the end of the month!
Ms. Deb & Ms. Melissa: We are studying trees this month, observing and comparing, talking about
who lives in trees, what they are made of and who cares for them. We are encouraging the children
to explore and appreciate nature. We will use literacy, math and the arts to explore this topic. We are
also continuing our “Star of the Week”.
Extended Day Preschool News
Ms Tina & Ms. Tara: Due to the number of children in our classroom expecting new siblings we
will be exploring the wonderful world of babies. We will learn how babies are cared for and how
important being a big brother/sister is. We will be reading the book “There’s a House Inside My
Mommy” by Giles Andreae along with other baby books.
Ms. Marianne, Ms. Luz & Ms. Tracey: We will be working on our rhyming skills this month! We
are reading the book “Rhymitis” and hope to catch the bug and rhyme rhyme rhyme all the time! We
continue to work on our counting skills, counting objects and matching the amount to their number
symbol. We are also continuing to (and improving at!) writing our names. We will talk about families
this month too!
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School Readiness
Submitted by: Maureen McArdle
FAMILIES PLAY A CRITICAL ROLE IN HELPING THEIR CHILDREN TO PREPARE FOR
SCHOOL AND A LIFETIME OF ACADEMIC SUCCESS. HEAD START AND EARLY HEAD
START PROGRAMS ARE VALUABLE PARTNERS WITH FAMILIES IN THIS ENDEAVOR. IT
MATTERS WHEN PROGRAMS ENGAGE PARENTS AND FAMILIES IN THEIR CHILDREN”S
DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING. RESEARCH INDICATES:
• Children with supportive home learning environments show increased literacy development, 		
		
better peer interactions, fewer behavior problems, and more motivation and persistence
		
during learning activities
• Among the youngest children, daily parent-child reading from infancy prompts cognitive 		
		
skills as well as early vocabulary gains that lead to more reading and vocabulary 			
		
growth, a pattern of growth that has been compared to a snowball.
SCHOOL READINESS AREAS
1.) Physical Development and Health refers to physical well-being, use of the body, 		
muscle control, and appropriate nutrition, exercise, hygiene, and safety practices. Early health
habits lay the foundation for lifelong healthy living. Equally important, physical well-being,
health, and motor development are foundational to young children’s learning. Motor skills 		
permit children to fully explore and function in their environment, and support development 		
in all other domains. Health problems, delays in physical development, and frequent illnesses 		
interfere with the child’s ability to learn and are associated with a range of poor developmental
and educational outcomes.
2.) Social and Emotional Development refers to the skills necessary to foster secure
attachment with adults, maintain healthy relationships, regulate one’s behavior and emotions,
and develop a healthy concept of personal development. Positive social and emotional
development provides a critical foundation for lifelong development and learning. In early
childhood, social and emotional well-being predicts favorable social, behavioral, and academic
adjustment into middle childhood and adolescence. It helps children navigate new
environments, facilitates the development of supportive relationships with peers and adults,
and supports their ability to participate in learning activities. Children with emotional or
behavioral challenges are likely to receive less adult support for development and learning and
to be more isolated from peers.
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School Readiness (cont.)
3.) Approaches to Learning refers to observable behaviors that indicate ways children
become engaged in social interactions and learning experiences. Children’s approaches to
learning contribute to their success in school and influence their development and learning in
all other domains. Children’s ability to stay focused, interested, and engaged in activities
supports a range of positive outcomes, including cognitive, language, and social and emotional
development. It allows children to acquire new knowledge, learn new skills, and set and
achieve goals for themselves. Many early learning experts view approaches to learning as one
of the most important domains of early childhood development.
4.) Language and literacy: Language development refers to emerging abilities in receptive
and expressive language. This domain includes understanding and using one or more
languages. Language development is among the most important tasks of the first five years
of a child’s life. Specific language skills in early childhood are predictive of later success in
learning to read and write. Literacy refers to the knowledge and skills that lay the foundation
for reading and writing, such as understanding basic concepts about books and other printed
materials. Early literacy is the foundation for reading and writing in all academic endeavors in 		
school.
5.) Cognition and General Knowledge:
		
• Social Studies refers to understanding people and how they relate to others in the 		
			world around them.
		
• Scientific Knowledge refers to the emerging ability to gather information about the 		
			
natural and physical world and organize the information into knowledge 			
			and theories.
		
• Mathematic Knowledge and Skills refers to the conceptual understanding of numbers,
			
their relationships, combinations, and operations. Mathematics also includes their
			
shapes and structure, reasoning, measurement, classifications and patterns.
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Home Based Happenings
November is here! What does that mean? Lots of fun things for the Home base program. We will
be painting and constructing all different kinds of fall art activities. Discovering the change in
temperature, the leaves changing colors along the crunchy texture and experiencing the wind
blowing while outdoors.
We still will attempt to go outdoors during Family Day, so please dress appropriately. The Home
visitors enjoy seeing everyone at family day. Please make every effort to attend. Any ideas or books
that you would like to incorporate into our day please share with your home visitor.
Please refer friends and family to the program as we are always looking to enroll new families!
Contact Centerville Rd. at 823-3777 for more information.

Real Men, Real Depression
In America, there are over 6 million men who are dealing with clinical depression. Some signs that
someone is dealing with depression are being over anxious or sad, feeling totally overwhelmed or
hopeless, decreased interest in things that they usually enjoyed like spending time with friends or
family, sports, TV or music, low energy, problems sleeping, changes in eating habits, chronic pain
or headaches, mood swings, and/or thoughts of death or suicide. Men often don’t like to talk about
their feelings or often over look these symptoms and often develop medical problems that may need
medical treatment. Some men become so overwhelmed that they take their own lives. Men who
turn to suicide due to their depression are more likely to kill themselves compared to women. This
is often because men choose more aggressive ways to take there lives rather than seek treatment.
There are many effective ways to treat depression including medication and talking to a professional
about what they are feeling and how to cope with depression. Often, men need the support and
encouragement from their families and love ones to speak to someone about what they are feeling
and seek assistance with dealing with their depression. If you know someone that may be dealing
with depression, encourage him to speak to his doctor or call your local mental health center for
assistance.
For more information you can call the NIMH toll free at 866-227-6464 or talk with a social service
staff member or your child’s teacher.
Information from The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)
Paul Taraborelli, Mental Health Manager
Pg. 14
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Is a stranger teaching your children?
Do you know the counter help at Dunkin Donuts or local convenience store better than your child’s
teacher? If you, and your son/daughter’s CHILD, Inc. teacher were alone in an elevator, would you
know who the teacher was? If you are a dad, the answer is likely to be yes. Now ask yourself,
“Is there a stranger teaching my child”? While Open House may have come and gone, and the
first home visit of the year may have passed (if you are thinking “what’s a home visit?” be sure to
read on) there are still many opportunities to meet your child’s teacher. Home visits are scheduled
throughout the year, and teachers will accommodate your schedule as much as possible. You can
also volunteer in the classroom!
Why should you bother?
• Children with involved fathers tend to be more patient, curious and confident. All of these
qualities are needed for success in school and life. As a father you teach your children many things
by what you do, not what you say. With toddlers and preschoolers this is even more so. Meeting
your child’s teacher tells your children that learning is important. It will have a positive effect on how
your child performs in school, now and when they are older.
• Your child spends between 20 and 40 (more?) hours a week with a CHILD, Inc. teacher.
Every moment they are learning how to relate to other people, how to count, write, read, solve a
variety of problems and other essential life lessons. Knowing how your child is developing is critical
to making sure they succeed in school and in life in general. How well does your child make friends
at school? Can they share and take turns? Can they handle frustrations of the day? Do they
struggle with learning things that their peers already know? Meeting with your child’s teacher will let
you know if you son or daughter is on track. It will also help you address any situations before they
become larger problems.
Maybe you’re groaning. You’re busy. You’d have to take time off from work during the day, and who’s
going to watch the kids at home? By meeting with your child’s teacher you can discover how your
child learns best. Once you know this, many things can become much easier (ex. Bedtimes, getting
your child dressed in the morning, having your child do what you ask of them). When you know
how your children hear and use instructions (language) you can avoid many headaches of everyday
parenting. The time you save by not having control battles with your child will far outweigh the time
you spend with your teacher. Meeting with your child’s teacher or volunteering in the classroom will
not only help your child, it will pay a big bonus for you as well.
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Strategies for Coping with
Your Spirited Child
Here are some approaches the experts suggest for dealing with trying behavior:
• Teach limits and healthy self-expression. “Being spirited is never an excuse for poor behavior,” Kurcinka says.
Teach your children to name the emotion they’re experiencing so the feelings can be managed: “Here’s what you
can say and do that are socially acceptable outlets for that emotion.” For example, if your child is angry and hitting
you, she suggests taking her hand and saying, “Stop. No matter how angry we are, we never hit. You’re frustrated,
or you’re irritated, or you need attention, or that was disappointing. You can say, ‘I’m disappointed.’”
• Model problem-solving strategies. Ask your child, “What ideas do you have that can help you with this problem?
Do you want to go in your room and choose a different shirt? Do you want to wear it for a couple of minutes and
see if it still bothers you?” Talking about alternatives helps your child feel competent to handle things.
• Empathize. Recognize that your child is having a difficult time and needs your compassion. Be respectful of her
individual differences. “When you empathize with your child’s desire to have all the cake on the table,” Greenspan
says, “you won’t intensify the feeling, but rather you’ll help her recognize it.” You might tell her about a similar time
in your own life and what you felt.
• Break down challenges. Divide transitions into smaller steps, advises medical psychology professor Alicia F.
Lieberman, Ph.D. Let’s say you’ve just entered a noisy party with your sensitive child. Think of the number of
people he needs to relate to, the expectation he feels of having to leave you and go play with the other children
immediately. Allow your child to observe, staying close to you. When he’s interested in a particular activity and
ready, says Lieberman, you can go with him to that particular group of children.
• Project confidence in your child. “Be sure your child doesn’t learn to define and limit himself in terms of his own
sensitivity,” Lieberman advises. “Let him know you’re confident that he can adjust and put up with some discomfort
without collapsing.”
• Shape good behavior. Pay more attention to your child’s more mature behaviors than her whiney, bratty ones.
“Parents usually criticize their children by giving them feedback that is exactly the opposite of what they desire,”
the Sommers-Flanagans point out. “For example, a mom with an overly active son typically says things like, ‘Can’t
you sit still? Stop it!’ Unfortunately, this gives the message to the child that he’s the ‘kind of boy who can’t sit still.’”
Instead, observe closely and when your child sits still, shares a toy, is helpful to another child, or behaves in some
other way that you’ve been wanting, then say something like, “I see you’re the kind of person who can sit still when
he wants to.”
Make a point of telling your child how positive and appealing such grown-up behavior is: “I was proud of the way
you helped Tyrone find his scissors,” or “I know you were disappointed that we couldn’t go to the park, but you
acted grown-up about it.”
• Get help. The Sommers-Flanagans suggest asking yourself the following questions in order to determine when to
seek professional guidance:
- Are your child’s ordinary daily activities affected by the odd things he says or does?
- Are either you or your child very upset about her behavior?
- How atypical is this behavior compared to that of others of her age, gender and cultural group?
- Are there good reasons for the unusual behavior?
If you aren’t sure what’s normal, consult a good parenting book or check with someone experienced with young
children’s behavior, such as a preschool teacher or a pediatrician. Or consider seeing a mental health professional.
“Usually,” Turecki points out, “an educated, enlightened parental guidance approach will improve the situation, and
often in just a few sessions.”
Barring serious disorders, what you usually have is a little person with a personality in riotous bloom. Between the
two poles of “my kid is just like everyone else” and “he’s so different that we can’t cope” lies the happy medium of a
unique, ultimately lovable child.

- Susan K. Perry
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Postpartum Depression
The subject of postpartum depression has been in the spotlight over the past year after the sad
case of Andrea Yates from Texas who reportedly was suffering with this mental health condition at
the time of her children’s death. The time after the birth of any child is filled with a range of feelings
and emotions that are normal. How does a new parent or family member recognize the differences
around mood changes and depression in a new mother? Here are some general facts:
• It is reported that 50- 80 percent of all mothers experience what is called the ‘Baby Blues’
after the birth of a child. ‘Baby Blues’ are described as changes in a new mother’s mood, sleep
patterns, eating habits, self esteem issues, having a hard time focusing or completing simple tasks,
and feeling overwhelmed at times. New mothers reportedly may experience some or all of these
symptoms with in the first few weeks after the birth of a child, but they resolve on their own with in a
month’s time.
• Postpartum Depression can affect up to 10 percent of mothers of newborn children. A
mother of a newborn can experience similar symptoms described in ‘baby blues’ in addition to
developing some physical symptoms (bad headaches, heart racing, and trouble breathing) and
developing new fears and significant changes in their behavior that interfere with their ability to
complete basic, daily activities. If a mother of a newborn is experiencing these symptoms, she should
talk with her healthcare professional and seek appropriate professional support.
A new baby can be the most joyous time in a person’s life filled with happiness, hope and love but it
can also be one of the most stressful. Simple, selfless actions can make a big difference for a mother
with a new born. There are a variety of things that a family members or a good friend can do to
help a new mother out such as baby sitting, helping out with daily household chores, sharing helpful
information and “tricks of the trade”, and being available to just sit and listen to mom. For a new
mother, it is important to set realistic goals around your time, energy and what you can accomplish in
a day. The most important thing is to take care of yourself so that you can enjoy your new child and
family.
Postpartum Depression Resources:
Women And Infant’s Hospital
401.274.1122
Postpartum Support Group (which meets the first and third Wednesday) and other support services
for Postpartum Depression
Postpartum Support International
1.805.967.7636
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5 helpful tips to enjoy a happier,
healthier holiday season
With the holiday season fast approaching, I - like many of you - have already begun to have visions
of caramel and pecan smothered cheesecake and whipped cream covered pumpkin pies with cookies
and cupcakes for dessert. However, the countless parties and non-stop celebrations can quickly add
up around your waistline, leaving you to bring in the New Year with regret and snug fitting jeans.
Not to worry! Try these five simple strategies below to add a little moderation to your celebration!
#1 Use smaller plates
Members of the clean plate club can save calories by using smaller plates. In a bit of an optical
illusion, the same amount of food looks larger on a smaller plate than it does on a larger plate. In
fact, research from Cornell University shows switching from a 12 inch to a 10 inch plate can help you
eat 20-25% fewer calories.
Another idea is to use your plate as a map. Fill half with veggies, one quarter with starches and the
final quarter with protein. This will not only help with portion sizing, but also force you to fill a greater
percentage of your plate with low calorie, nutritionally dense produce. Plus, still leave room for a few
treats like stuffing, mashed potatoes and honey baked ham.
#2 Alternate each holiday beverages with a glass of water
Office parties, neighborhood gatherings and holiday dinners often mean plenty of festive drinks to go
around. Whether your holiday beverage of choice is a mug of eggnog, a glass of wine or a tumbler
of hot buttered rum, alternate a glass of water between each drink. It’s easy to underestimate how
quickly calories from drinks can add up in an evening, and water will slow your consumption plus
keep you hydrated.
#3 Have something healthy to eat before hitting holiday parties
You might think it’s a better idea to save up your daily calories for a big dinner or holiday party, but
it’s actually best to eat a healthy meal or snack before you go. Skipping meals throughout the day
can wreak havoc on your metabolism, and can lead to overeating later. Before walking out the door
grab a quick bite with lean protein, fiber, complex carbohydrates and healthy fat. You’ll arrive at your
party feeling fuller and, in turn, you’ll be less likely to graze on appetizers and other buffet items.
#4 Mini portions
Enjoying mini portions of your holiday favorites allows you to treat yourself without breaking your
calorie budget. Luckily, most parties offer small size versions of holiday favorites. So feel free to enjoy
a one-bite meatball and mini cheesecake, just try to limit the number you eat.
Another tip, when faced with towers of tempting treats and chocolate candies, satisfy your sweet
tooth with only in those things you really love. It’s especially helpful to pick seasonal favorites that
you can’t get year round.
#5 Don’t wait until January 1 to think healthy
It’s tempting to throw caution to the wind and vow to make healthier choices come January 1, but
resist the urge. Instead, try keeping splurges to a minimum and aim to stay committed to your
workouts even if you only have 10 minutes to walk around the block. Not only will this help you
relieve stress during the holidays, but keeping healthy habits will also make your job easier when it
comes time for New Year’s resolutions.
Adapted from http://www.king5.com/story/news/health/2014/08/05/13366628/
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~ November 2014 ~
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~ December 2014 ~
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